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Please add your comments
Yes
You obviously know the answer. YES – if more parking
Better road signage
More parking etc. Should be free parking
OK if more parking. High Street very difficult to pass sometimes
Yes, if more parking. The Street is a wonderful assemblage of many styles of architecture, guided tours would draw
in tourists as also benefit local pubs and shops
More parking is needed in the centre of Boughton; this is needed for visitor and for locals, so as the help maintain the
viability of the Post Office and the shop.
There are lovely walks and nice pubs, in a really beautiful area. This is good for the village
We get a lot of walkers coming through – the Pilgrim’s Trail. A little coffee shop / sandwich bar would be great for
them
Signs to motorists to use Village Hall car park
Parking facilities – particularly in centre of Boughton
Welcome signage and leaflets / brochures for tourist use
We like seeing folk walking in groups through the countryside. They generally look after it and on occasions use the
shops & pubs etc.
Yes – parking is important especially if we are to encourage enterprise along the Street.
Tourists bring jobs, and is untapped (relatively) though we do need more to offer to fully benefit
More parking – yes More signposts showing way to shops, hairdressers, school, rec village hall etc
More parking areas for Boughton
The excellent pubs in Boughton village are popular with many visitors to the area and the additional entertainment
they offer should be encouraged. The parking at the pubs must be protected so visitors don’t need to park in the Street
My pet hate, lack of parking everywhere
Development is generally a good idea but only if the infrastructure allows it and the locals are not negatively affected
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The White Lion at Selling could be a good centre for walkers. This would help the pub to survive.
Maybe an arrangement with a guided walkers company would help.
We have much appreciated elsewhere organised by Sherpa Walking Tours.A Sherpa North Downs Way walk would
be good
Parking still an issue – St, Paul’s area
More off road parking. Loos
It should be considered even though nobody ever wants more people, but it does bring business and revenue to the
area, but definitely NOT more parking, how ugly is that! It would need careful management
More money needs to come into the areas but the roads and parking needs improving
More parking
We would certainly need more parking but it would help support other businesses eg Antiques, coffee shop. However,
there might have to be some more attractions to draw tourists
Parking is an issue at Boughton and more visitors would certainly cause more traffic problems – parking at the Village
Hall should be better signposted for visitors
There is a lot to offer of interest in the community
Greater use of Village Hall Car Park. Pay and Display
OK if more parking – suggestions of use of pub and Village Hall car parks, if available
So long as there is sufficient off road parking clearly signed
More car parks
A considered view of new tourism can bring money into the area without compromising the character
As with any of the development suggested parking and traffic through the village is the most important factor
Parking, speed bumps
More off street parking
This could be looked into as a way of bringing in more local jobs into the community
But this is a whole subject that needs a separate strategy / plan / development and how to maintain / promote
As suggested, more dedicated parking is essential and stricter enforcement of parking restrictions also
The village urgently needs a car par! Not just for tourists, but also for residents
Tourists would not want to visit the area because of parking and there is nothing pretty as you walk along The Street
just dirt where never swept, the area struggles with buses and would have a severe problem with coaches
I would welcome visitors to the village if there were focal points for visitors eg tea room?
Would love to see a coffee shop or similar maybe I need to get my business head on!! Parking is an issue so any
developments seriously need to consider this
One has to accept that if you have people visiting there is going to be a “knock-on” effect. Heigh Ho!
O.K. if more parking
More parking needed
Indicate parking, pubs, loos, shops etc for walkers and general visitors
More parking required
We seem to have lost Farming World which was a great attraction, but we do have Mount Ephraim. A farming
attraction would be good to have in place
No
There won’t be anything worth tourists visiting if development continues any more
Too many people as it is
Not really sure tourists bring anything to the area
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The traffic through to village (Boughton) is difficult as it is – maybe outskirts with easy access to A2
There is not enough off road parking is ridiculous to encourage more people with cars
Off road long term dedicated car park helpful, necessary but expensive (opportunity cost)
Village Hall site not obvious except for school pick ups
There is already only just enough parking for residents and their visitors (especially on the main street) therefore
attracting additional tourists would be a concern
Nothing for tourists to see! Enough parking at Village Hall. Get rid of the bushes and rubbish around public toilet.
Get the school children helping in garden
We have to good plus new one, pubs and restaurants
There should be more provision for parking all the cars in the village as hard to get in or out at times due to volume of
cars parked in the “Street”
Not Sure
Not sure what attractions there are in the village for tourists
Better signs for Boughton Church and Car Park
OK depending on the type of business and traffic that it would attract. Boughton High Street can be a nightmare when
busy
Without more businesses and parking I don’t see how villages could cope
Tourists do not bring anything into the village apart from liter!!!
Definitely more parking, off road and more accommodation
Parking would be vital. Need car park space for residents now – The Street is a nightmare
Every village should have a car park with security (paid for as per car by owners – yearly subs)
This may be worth doing, maybe if there is more parking Boughton Street could be pedestrian only!
Can be considered, but not if it entails much development eg don’t want a street full of hotels
Depends where the attraction is or what it is. Could be places to stay would be good
We need more off road parking going through Boughton Village is like going on a race track and very stressful drivers
not giving way etc
Tourists would come for walking etc which already happens so little need to develop with very limited parking
General
Improving the appearance of Boughton Street eg shop fronts and flowerpots
More parking. Better street layout (parking)
More parking stop people parking on double yellow lines and causing congestion
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